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Maths Policy 

 
Mathematics equips pupils with a uniquely powerful set of tools for life.  To function in society, we all need 
to be able to communicate mathematically. These tools include logical reasoning, problem-solving skills, 
and the ability to think in abstract ways. Here at Manor Farm Infant school, we strive to ensure that the 
children in our care leave our school with high standards of numeracy, encouraging all pupils to work to 
the best of their ability.  Mathematics will be taught to all pupils throughout the school in ways appropriate 
to their ability. It will be taught as a single subject and in cross-curricular topics.  

 
Aims 
At Manor Farm Infant School we aim to help all children to reach their full potential in mathematics by: 

  encouraging an enjoyment and love of maths  

  enabling  pupils to have opportunities for mathematical thinking and discussion  

  providing pupils the opportunities to explore through problem solving tasks and share their                                                 
understanding of the concepts they have learnt. 

  providing opportunities for pupils to demonstrate and use their mathematics through a variety of 
approaches including: concrete, pictorial and abstract methods.  

  providing a role-model by using mathematics for practical purposes, organisational and 
administrative tasks  

  giving pupils opportunities to use mathematics in everyday situations  

  helping  pupils to understand that mathematics is a powerful tool for communication  

  promoting confidence in using mathematics  

  helping pupils to be able to use technology eg IWB and/or laptops  

  helping pupils recognise that mathematics is a search for pattern and relationship  

  encouraging a fascination for mathematics and the manipulation of numbers  

  using the outdoor environment where appropriate  

  encouraging pupils to take responsibility for their own learning. 
  

 
Organisation 
Throughout the school we teach mathematics on a daily basis following either The National Curriculum 
(2014) or the Foundation Stage Curriculum. Lessons are structured and are length appropriate to the age 
and stage of development of the children, as recommended by National Guidance.  
   
Foundation Stage 
The development of mathematics is an important area of experience for children in the Foundation Stage. 
Maths is covered as one of the seven areas of learning in the revised EYFS curriculum. It is one of the four 
‘Specific Areas’ of learning the children are taught and is defined as an essential skill for children aged 4 
and 5 years. As such, it is also deemed an essential tool in their journey to ‘school readiness’. Learning in 
mathematics is taught primarily through play and is experiential and active, bearing in mind the 
requirements of the Foundation Stage Curriculum. Planning is based on a topic-based approach. 
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Key Stage 1 
Pupils will follow the requirements of The National Curriculum (2014) for their appropriate year group.  To 
support this, children are taught though the Inspire Maths Scheme. Inspire Maths is a transformational 
maths programme based on the leading Singapore Maths series My Pals are Here, used in 100% of 
Singapore's state primary schools. It comprises of: 

 accessible pupil textbooks to introduce concepts in a highly scaffolded way, enabling all children to develop 
critical thinking skills, make mathematical connections and become confident mathematicians  

 a concrete - pictorial - abstract approach, ensuring secure foundations and deep understanding of 
mathematical concepts  

 a spiral progression to develop fluency, reasoning, and problem solving and conceptual understanding for 
mastery learning.  

Teachers use the Inspire Maths scheme to assist in planning, which is enhanced by exciting and challenging 
problem solving activities. Teachers adapt these plans as necessary taking into account assessment 
information for groups of children and differentiate as appropriate. Marking and assessment are followed 
in accordance with the schools current policies (See marking and assessment policy). 
Children will be taught through demonstration, modelling, exploration and discussion. Teachers use a 
variety of visual, aural and kinaesthetic resources to develop the concrete-pictorial-abstract approach and 
use correct mathematical vocabulary during lessons. Children are actively involved through exploration, 
questioning and practical activities related to the learning objectives. Pupils are encouraged to explain 
their understanding to develop their mathematical language and gain a greater depth of knowledge.   
 
The tasks or activities:  

 will bring together different areas of mathematics  

  will be balanced between those that develop knowledge, skills and understanding, and those that 
develop the ability to tackle practical problems 

 challenge children to develop a secure understanding by using a variety of manipulatives, pictures 
and symbols  

  will be balanced between those of short duration and those which have scope for development 
over an extended period  

  will promote constantly the use of mental calculation  

  encourage confidence in the use of mathematical tools 

 will involve both independent and co-operative work 

 will be both of the kind that have exact results/answers and those that have many possible 
outcomes 

 will encourage a positive attitude 
 
will be balanced between different modes of learning:  

  listening/looking (understanding explanations, instructions, questions, answers)  

  reading (using pupil workbooks; work-sheets; reference books; comparing methods or solutions)  

  writing (making jottings; pencil and paper calculations; drawing sketches and diagrams; recording 
results)  

  talking (oral work; describing; reporting; explaining; clarifying ideas; giving examples; predicting; 
questioning; discussion with the teacher and peers)  

  reflecting (considering different approaches to problems; thinking about own work in relation to 
what has already been learned; checking own work and explaining to others how they might have 
found the answer)  

 carrying out practical work (sorting; counting; measuring; constructing models; making a survey; 
etc.)  
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  observing (spotting patterns; watching what is happening; noting similarities or differences.)  
 

should help children to develop their personal qualities, including:  

 motivation and willingness to 'have a go’  

  flexibility and creative thinking  

  perseverance, reliability and accuracy  

 willingness to check, monitor and control their own work  

  independence of thought and action  

  ability to co-operate within a group  

  systematic work habits  

  expectation to use a known fact to help work out unknown facts  
 
Making links between mathematics and other subjects  
Mathematics is used in other curriculum areas wherever possible or appropriate. This helps to enhance 
and consolidate mathematical concepts, and using maths in a purposeful way in everyday contexts helps 
the children to realise that mathematics is important in the real world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


